
 

Notes of the meeting held on Sunday 14th April 2019 
5.30pm at Jonathan and Sally’s, no.59 

Present: Sally (Chair), Jonathan (notes), Sam & Ali Clarke, Gordon & Anna Buchanan, Bob Crabtree, Philippa 
O’Connor, Andrew Ritchie, Bill & Diana Dutton 

 

Note after the meeting: Sally and Philippa met on Monday 15th to firm-up details of a timetable, which is 
available on request to Sally. 

1 Apologies 

Apologies: Barbara, Mick, Vickie 

2 Green Balloon Day 

The meeting moved directly to detailed organization of the upcoming Green Balloon Day (11th May 2019). 

2.1 Road closure 

Ali had taken the initiative to close only the section from Kings Cross Road to nos. 79/90 for the period 12:00-
20:00. Agreed that this was sufficient. Ali will handle the actual closure including notifying residents the night 
before. 

2.2 Offers of help 

Noted with thanks that Sarah Burton, Pen Keyte, Peter&Jane Amies, Sam Smith & Eva Dutton, Da Cornock-Taylor 
and Barbara Harriss-White had offered to help on the day. 
Chris Gaydon is willing to do the BBQ but isn’t yet certain if he’s available that day. 

2.3 Second flyer 

Jonathan will draft it and circulate it to those present at this meeting for comment. Final edits and printing on 
Tuesday 30th. Bill, Diana and Mick O’Connor to distribute. Ali will obtain balloons to tape to the flyers. 

2.4 Activities that will not take place 

A few events were abandoned for various reasons: 

 50/50 sale (felt to be inappropriate) 

 clothes swap (we don’t have rails to display things) 

 bike maintenance (nice idea but lots of work, and wasn’t very popular last time) 

2.5 Review of activities and events that will take place 

 Plant stall: honesty box for donations with very simple pricing (grouped by price on the table). Needs 
some level of supervision on the day to receive donations and sort them. Anna offered to accept 
donations on her driveway for those who want to donate earlier. 

 Cakes along with tea: voluntary donation box. Sam offered to take charge of tea and cakes – he will 
prepare a rota of helpers. 

 Bar from about 5.30pm – Bob and Sam will work together to arrange, buy wine/beer. VRG glasses are 
currently with Sam. Diana will source soft drinks. 

 BBQ: need to be conscious of keeping veg and meat materials separate. Bill will manage it – Sam will 
put him into contact with Chris Gaydon. We need to provide napkins (Anna and Sally have plenty), 
sauces, some spare food. 

 Environment, renewable energy and supplier swapping – Chris Gaydon will be offered the chance to 
hold a session on this, Sam to liaise with him to ensure there’s no commercial messaging. Ali 
suggested a big write-on board for people to share what they’ve been able to do to help with their 
environmental impact (not pledges of future activity). 

 Photo/nostalgia display: Jonathan reported that already several interesting photos have been 
submitted, enough to create a display. Jonathan to prepare this. 

 Plant growing for children: Sally will lead. Anna offered bean seeds and used plastic bottles to make 
“mini greenhouses”; egg boxes could also be used. 



 Music: Drumming session – Paul Lewis to lead. Other music – Mick O’Connor. 

 Games and races: 
o Slow bike race: Philippa will ask Edward Jones (no.102) to coordinate. 
o Biscuit decoration on a small table in the children’s area – Sarah Burton 
o Face painting? ask Kitty and sister at No.89 
o Bean bag throwing 
o Table tennis 
o Street chalk art perhaps at Tim and Grace’s drive, or on the tarmac 
o Story time at about 5pm – Mick O’Connor 
o Leaky bucket race as fun finale to the games – Jonathan and Sally 
o Ali’s Green Challenge – details to be decided by Ali – award ceremony at 6pm 
o Pet show: Sally to ask Derek Goldrei to compere 

2.6 Traditional GBD freecycling 

Ask participants to put things outside their own house (can be advertised as “just as it was on the very first GBD”). 
Start at 2pm so it’s not too long and part of the main event. Jonathan to take responsibility for collecting good 
remaining items for charity shops, householders to take back whatever’s left. Toys could be taken to the central 
children’s area for use on the day – Sam will do that. 

2.7 Setup on the day 

Sally and Philippa will meet on Monday 15th April to finalize timings and plan of locations, and will take overall 
responsibility for coordinating setup on the day. Andrew offered the frontage of No.80 for tea stall, with 
electricity – but noted that there is a wildflower area he’d prefer not to be walked on.  
Begin setup at 1pm. We should ALL ask for helpers to set up and clear away, and we need to specify a well-
defined time for this – 1pm setup, 8pm clear (to be confirmed) 

2.8 Equipment 

 Gazebos – if possible 

 Bunting – Ali, Sally 

 Children’s tent and carpet – Ali 

 Tables: 2 for tea/bar (VRG trestles), 1 for plants (Jonathan’s rough old table), a further table from Sam 
and Ali, other small tables to make BBQ more comfortable (ALL to provide anything that’s practical) 

 Chairs: Jonathan and Sally have 17 garden chairs, Andrew has 6, others welcome 

 Float: Anna – Only one float is needed (for bar) 

2.9 Bad weather plan 

Check with weather forecasts about 48 hours ahead. Cancel if it promises to be too wet. Jonathan, Sally, Sam, Ali 
to prepare a backup plan for a much smaller social event on Sunday if we need to cancel on Sat. 

2.10 Invitations to former residents 

We should try to invite former residents who were active in VRG, recognising that some of them live too far away 
to attend: 

 Manda and John (Philippa to contact) 

 Goodworths (via Sally) 

 Jelly Williams (Philippa will try to locate her exact address) 

 Nick Lee and Sue (via Sally) 

 Lyn and Dan Dubin 

 Wolffs (via Mick/Philippa) 

 Jonathan and Ann-Katrin Dawson (via Jonathan) 

 Jamie and Michele (via Philippa) 

3 Other items 

Other agenda items were held for the next meeting. 

4 Date of next meeting 

Sunday 21st July 2019, 8.00pm at Mick and Philippa’s (102a) 


